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A B S T R A C T   

Nickel rich cathode material is widely used in lithium-ion batteries due to its high capacity, low 
cost, and environmentally friendly. However, high nickel content leads to capacity decay, poor 
rate capability, thermal and structural instability. To overcome these drawbacks, in this work, 
nickel rich NMC 811 was doped with tin to form LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1-xSnxO2 with x = 0.01, 0.03, 
0.05 via solution combustion method. Crystal structure, morphology, particle size, surface area 
and electrochemical performance were characterized and analyzed. The optimum Sn-doped NMC 
811 was further surface modified with rice husk derived activated carbon. Electrochemical 
characterization showed that dual modification with 3% Sn-doping and rice husk derived acti-
vated carbon coating (NMC-Sn/C) provided the highest conductivity of 1.73 × 10− 4 S/cm, which 
was higher than that of NMC without modification (1.88 × 10− 5 S/cm). The capacity reached 
84.60 mAh/g with retention of 75% after 50 cycles. These improvements originate from the 
stabilizing effect of Sn-doping and rice husk derived activated carbon coating that reduces the 
direct contact between NMC 811 and electrolyte. Hence, modifications with Sn-doping and rice 
husk derived activated carbon coating are promising to enhance the electrochemical performance 
of NMC 811.   

1. Introduction 

The extensive use of fossil fuel causes air pollution because of carbon dioxide emission, which leads to the climate change [1]. This 
emission affects not only the environment, but also human health [2]. The source of this fossil fuel is nonrenewable and can be 
depleted over the years. Due to these concerns, a renewable energy source is needed to fulfill the energy demand of clean energy. 

For the use of clean energy, there is now a trend towards wider use of electric cars in which the use of batteries is inevitable. 
Moreover, for electricity sources that come from solar energy, the use of batteries cannot be avoided because there is no sunlight at 
night. Energy storage system is also necessary since sustainable energies such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power are affected by 
fluctuating atmosphere [3]. Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) has been considered as the most promising energy storage [4] and has been 
widely used as a power source in electronic devices and electric vehicles. This battery has high energy and power density, long life, and 
environmentally friendly [5]. The cathode, one of its components, accommodates fewer Li+ ions per unit weight than that of the anode, 
and thus defines the maximum capacity of LIB [6]. 
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One of lithium-based cathode materials is nickel manganese cobalt (NMC). This NMC has been widely studied because of its high 
reversible capacity, low cost, environmental friendliness, and strong structural stability [7]. This material is not only used in electric 
vehicles, but also in medical devices, power tools, and portable electronic devices [8]. Based on its nickel, manganese, and cobalt ratio, 
NMC 811 (LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2) exhibits higher capacity, less toxicity, and lower cost compared to the other NMC [9]. However, the 
high nickel content in NMC 811 leads to severe capacity degradation, poor rate capability, thermal and structural instability, and safety 
problems [10]. Similar ionic radii of Ni2+ and Li+ (0.76 and 0.69 Å, respectively) causing Ni2+ to occupy Li+ site during charge 
discharge, leading to capacity loss [11]. Besides that, when exposed to air, NMC 811 could take up H2O and CO2 [12] because excess 
lithium on the surface will react with these compounds resulting in LiOH and Li2CO3 [13]. These lithium compounds impurities hinder 
Li+ diffusion and react with LiPF6 electrolyte generating hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas that result in the dissolution of transition metal in 
NMC structure [8]. Fortunately, these problems could be tackled by using different raw materials and optimizing the synthesis method, 
doping with other metal elements, and coating on the surface [14]. 

Many investigators have used metallic elements to increase structural stability and electrochemical performance of NMC such as W 
[15], Al [16,17], Fe [16], and Sn [18,19]. Compared to other metals, tin (Sn) was known to give the highest rate-capability and longest 
life cycle (>20%) [16]. Tin doping contributes to better interface and structural stability of lithium-rich NMC resulting in excellent 
discharge capacity of 250.2 mAh/g [20]. Appropriate Sn doping into nickel rich NMC improves the cycling stability, showing capacity 
retention of 92.9% after 100 cycles [21]. Modification of NMC 811 with Sn as dopant and coating provided capacity retention of 96.6% 
and 93.7%, respectively, after 270 cycles [18]. Dual modification of Sn and Ag coating provided discharge capacity of 193.3 mAh/g 
with retention of 89.4% after 90 cycles, which is better than NMC 811 without modification (183.7 mAh/g, 87.9%) [22]. Besides 
metal, carbon could also be used as coating material for NMC. In addition to reducing direct contact between NMC and electrolyte, 
carbon could enhance the electron transfer [23]. Super P carbon black [24] and dopamine hydrochloride [25] were known to give 
higher rate capability and performance than that of NMC 811 without coating, because carbon coat protects NMC 811 from side 
reactions between the electrolyte/NMC 811. PVDF as carbon source has also been studied [26] and the results showed that 4 nm thick 
coating layer on the NMC 811 surface improved the rate capacity and cyclability. Other than these sources, carbon could also be 
obtained from renewable sources such as biomasses [27]. 

One of biomasses that is readily available in Indonesia is rice husk, since Indonesia is a paddy cultivating country. Rice husk is a 
byproduct of rice production, where 1000 kg of paddy rice produce 200 kg of rice husk [28]. This huge amount of rice husk waste could 
be used as a cheap and renewable source of carbon since rice husks contain around 37–54% carbon [29]. In this work, considering the 
drawbacks of NMC 811, we modified NMC 811 using Sn as a doping and rice husk derived activated carbon as a coating material. To 
the best of authors’ knowledge, there has not been an article discussing this dual modification on NMC 811. We compared the amount 
of Sn doping into NMC 811 through solution combustion method. The characteristics of NMC 811 with and without Sn-doping were 
evaluated. Further, Sn-doped NMC 811 that provided the best performance was coated using rice husk derived activated carbon. The 
results are presented and discussed in detail. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Preparation of rice husk activated carbon 

Preparation of activated carbon was based on the work of other [30] with some modifications and is explained as the following. 
Rice husk was collected from a paddy field and was cleaned using running water to remove any remaining dirt and was air-dried. Clean 
rice husks were carbonized at 400 ◦C for 3 h to form char. This sample was named inactivated carbon. The obtained char was soaked for 
24 h in sodium hydroxide (NaOH 13%, Merck) and activated in a tubular furnace at 850 ◦C for 2 h. The sample was neutralized (pH 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the solution combustion synthesis of NMC 811, and (b) the preparation of rice husk activated carbon coated NMC 811.  
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6–7) and dried for 12 h at 105 ◦C. The obtained carbon was labeled as activated carbon. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Perkin Elmer), 
and Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET, Quantachrome) were used to characterize the inactivated and activated carbon. 

2.2. Preparation of active materials 

Solution combustion method was used to synthesize NMC 811 using metal nitrate precursors and glycine as fuel [31] as illustrated 
in Fig. 1(a). A stoichiometric amount of LiNO3, Ni(NO3)2.6H2O, Mn(NO3)2.4H2O, Co(NO3)2.6H2O, and glycine (all were purchased 
from Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in distilled water and heated at 185 ◦C until a self-combustion occurred. The obtained powder was 
sintered for 4 h at 800 ◦C with heating rate of 4 ◦C/min to obtain the final product, labeled as NMC. 

The synthesis of Sn-doped NMC 811 follows the same procedure. Three variations of Sn powders (Sigma Aldrich) 1, 3, and 5 wt% 
were prepared and each was added to the green aqueous solution of metal nitrates-glycine before heating. The combustion and sin-
tering took place at the same temperature of 185 ◦C and 800 ◦C, respectively. The obtained powders were labeled as NMC-1, NMC-3, 
and NMC-5 for 1, 3, and 5 wt%, respectively. 

Further, the activated carbon (5 wt%) was milled with NMC (illustrated in Fig. 1(b)), with ratio of zircon balls: materials 4:1 (w/w) 
at 300 rpm for 1 h. The powder was then calcined for 3 h at 300 ◦C, and labeled as NMC/C. The Sn-doped NMC having the best 
electrochemical performance was selected to be coated with 5 wt% rice husk derived activated carbon and labeled as NMC-Sn/C. 

For characterization, BET, X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical X’Pert PRO, K-α Cu of 1.54 A) in the 2θ range of 10◦–90◦, field 
emission scanning electron microscope equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (FESEM/EDS, FEI Inspect F-50), trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Tecnai G2 20 S-Twin), and particle size analyzer (PSA, Zetasizer Pro-Blue) were used. 

2.3. Battery fabrication and electrochemical characterization 

The active materials (NMC, NMC-1, NMC-3, NMC-5, NMC/C, and NMC-Sn/C) were mixed with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, 
Gelon) and super P (Gelon), with a weight ratio of 8:1:1, respectively, and dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Gelon). The 
resulting black slurry was then coated onto aluminum foil, dried at 70 ◦C for 2 h, and punched into circular area of 1.65 cm. Solution of 
1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate dissolved in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (LiPF6 in EC/DMC), Celgard 2500, and metallic 
lithium were used as electrolyte, separator, and anode, respectively. The battery assembly in the forms of CR 2032-coin cell was 
conducted in a glove box filled with argon gas. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 302 N) was 
further carried out at an applied voltage of 100 mV in the frequency range of 0.1–50 kHz. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) test was conducted 
at a scan rate of 100 μV/s in the voltage range of 2.5–4.4 V (Wonatech, CCJ8F2-8 PS). Finally, charge discharge test was conducted for 
NMC-Sn/C at 1C for 50 cycles (Wonatech, CCJ8F2-8 PS). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Rice husk derived activated carbon analysis 

The FTIR spectra of inactivated and activated carbon shown in Fig. 2(a) indicate that the activation process using NaOH results in 
significant differences. The inactivated carbon shows several absorbances. The broad band between 3100 and 3600 cm− 1 corresponds 
to the absorbance of –OH from water [30]. Stretching vibration of C=O from carboxylic group and C=C from the aromatic ring are at 
1695 cm− 1 and 1573 cm− 1, respectively [32]. Absorbance of the symmetric and asymmetric stretching of Si-O are found at 1076 cm− 1 

and 800 cm− 1, respectively [33] whereas bending vibration of Si-O-Si is detected at 448 cm− 1 [34]. Meanwhile, the activated carbon 
shows no absorbance. This could be due to the decomposition of volatile compounds in carbon, leaving only carbon [30]. A similar 
result was observed in the work of Shrestha et al. [32] in which they activated NaOH-impregnated rice husk at 900 ◦C, and the resulting 

Fig. 2. (a) FTIR spectra and (b) adsorption isotherm of inactivated and activated carbons.  
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infrared spectrum shows almost no absorption. The disappearance of most functional groups is due to the high activation temperature. 
Based on this result, it confirms that the use of NaOH as activation agent removes silica and other functional groups leaving only 
carbon. 

The decomposition of volatile matters opens the pore of carbon, and hence, the characterization was performed using N2 
adsorption-desorption using BET. The obtained curve is shown in Fig. 2(b). Before activation, the N2 adsorption is low, and the curve 
can be classified as Type-I. After activation, the adsorption of N2 is higher and the curve displays a mixture of Type-I and Type-IV 
adsorption isotherm and a hysteresis loop can be observed. Similar results were also observed in another work, where rice husk 
derived carbon was activated using NaOH at four different temperatures (650, 700, 750, and 800 ◦C) [35] and that increasing the 
activation temperature resulted in a wider hysteresis loop. Table 1 lists the surface area and average pore size of inactivated and 
activated carbons. The surface area and average pore size of activated carbon are 469.4 m2/g and 2.0 nm, respectively, which are 
larger than that of inactivated carbon (117.0 m2/g and 1.4 nm, respectively). The results in this study is similar to the result obtained in 
Ref. [30] with surface area of 429.8 m2/g and average pore size of 2.7 nm. These significant increase in the surface area and the 
average pore size are due to the release of volatile components during the activation process [36], which confirms the infrared results. 

3.2. Active materials analysis 

Metal nitrates were used as precursors in the solution combustion method. Compared to other metal salts such as sulfates and 
carbonates, metal nitrates have lower decomposition temperature, good solubility in water, and efficient oxidizing power of NO3

−

groups, therefore they are more preferable in this method [37]. The mixture of metal nitrates, glycine, and water as solvent was heated 
until the combustion took place. During the combustion, glycine was oxidized into gases and the metal cations reduced into metal 
oxides [38]. Reactions between the metal nitrates and glycine are as follows [39].  

LiNO3 + 0.8Ni(NO3)2.6H2O + 0.1Mn(NO3)2.4H2O + 0.1Co(NO3)2.6H2O + 2C2H5NO2 + O2 → LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 + 4CO2 + 2.5N2 +

10.8H2O                                                                                                                                                                                   (1)  

LiNO3 + 0.8Ni(NO3)2.6H2O + 0.1Mn(NO3)2.4H2O + 0.09Co(NO3)2.6H2O + 2C2H5NO2 + 1.03O2 + 0.01Sn → LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.09Sn0.01O2 +

4CO2 + 2.49N2 + 10.74H2O                                                                                                                                                       (2)  

LiNO3 + 0.8Ni(NO3)2.6H2O + 0.1Mn(NO3)2.4H2O + 0.07Co(NO3)2.6H2O + 2C2H5NO2 + 1.09O2 + 0.03Sn → LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.07Sn0.03O2 +

4CO2 + 2.47N2 + 10.62H2O                                                                                                                                                       (3)  

LiNO3 + 0.8Ni(NO3)2.6H2O + 0.1Mn(NO3)2.4H2O + 0.05Co(NO3)2.6H2O + 2C2H5NO2 + 1.15O2 + 0.05Sn → LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.05Sn0.05O2 +

4CO2 + 2.45N2 + 10.50H2O                                                                                                                                                       (4) 

The obtained powder was characterized using XRD and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a). The diffractograms match with reference 
pattern of NMC 811 (ICDD 96-152-0790), with hexagonal crystal structure and space group of R-3m. It can be seen from the dif-
fractograms that NMC, NMC-1, NMC-3, NMC-5 are all crystalline and possess sharp NMC 811 peaks at 2θ of 18, 36, 38, 44, 48, 58, 64, 
and 67◦ that corresponds to the plane (003), (101), (006), (104), (10 5), (009), (10 8), and (113), respectively. However, compared to 
commercial NMC, there are intensities differences at 2θ 18, 36, 38, 44◦. Analysis showed that LNO (LiNiO2, ICDD 96-152-5554), which 
has the same hexagonal crystal system, R-3m space group, and crystal plane as NMC, was also detected and results in difference peaks 
intensities. Further, intensities of the two highest peak (003) and (104) could be analyzed to determine the cation mixing between Li+

and Ni2+, where the ratio value higher than 1.2 resulting in better electrochemical performance [24,40,41]. In this work, as can be seen 
in Table 2, all samples including commercial NMC have ratio lower than 1.2. However, modification with rice husk derived activated 
carbon and Sn increased the ratio of NMC-3, NMC-5, and dual modification NMC-Sn/C, meaning that these modifications result in 
lower cation mixing compared to the sample without modification (pristine NMC). The dual modification sample (NMC-Sn/C) pro-
vided the highest ratio of 0.88. From the diffractograms in Fig. 3, it can also be seen that the use of Sn as dopant can substitute Co and 
did not change the crystal structure of NMC 811. However, in Fig. 3(b) for NMC-5 diffractogram, it can be observed a peak tailing at 2θ 
44.8◦. This has been confirmed to be Li2SnO3 phase (ICDD 96-100-8200), an impurity which was also observed in another work, where 
excess Sn as dopant in NMC 811 caused the formation of Li2SnO3 [22]. Therefore, in this work, among all the Sn amount used as 
dopant, 3% Sn doping is the optimum amount. In other words, the amount of Sn = 0.05 cannot be used as dopant for NMC 811. Mixing 
of NMC sample with activated carbon (5 wt%) resulted in a similar diffractogram pattern of NMC without activated carbon. In Fig. 3, it 
can be observed that NMC/C has peaks at the same 2θ as NMC sample. Also, there is no new peak found. It can be concluded that the 
addition of activated carbon to NMC 811 did not affect the crystal structure. 

Fig. 4 shows the morphologies of NMC 811 synthesized via solution combustion and NMC 811 commercial. Compared to the 
commercial NMC (Fig. 4(c-d)) that has uniform spherical shaped particles, the NMC sample in Fig. 4(a and b) has some particles that 

Table 1 
Surface area and average pore size of inactivated and activated carbons.  

Sample Surface area (m2/g) Average pore radius (nm) 

Inactivated 117.0 1.4 
Activated 469.4 2.0  
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Fig. 3. (a) Diffractograms of NMC active materials and (b) enlarged at 2θ 43–45◦.  

Table 2 
Ratio of I003/I104 commercial NMC and synthesized NMC samples.   

Commercial NMC NMC-1 NMactC-3 NMC-5 NMC/C NMC-Sn/C 

I003/I104 1.15 0.59 0.57 0.76 0.62 0.50 0.88  

Fig. 4. Morphology of synthesized NMC 811 (a, b) and commercial NMC 811 (c, d).  
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formed a sphere shape while the others agglomerated into irregular shape. Some works from others also showed that this agglom-
eration is typical in NMC synthesized through solution combustion method using metal nitrate-glycine [31,42]. Pores can also be 
observed from the images. These pores increase the surface area, and thus increase the contact area between the electrolyte and NMC. 
It has also been found that pore increases the area for lithium ion insertion [43]. Further, NMC sample was characterized using BET and 
PSA. The results are given in Table 3. The obtained surface area is 11.89 m2/g with an average particle size of 370.3 nm. 

NMC sample was also characterized using EDS. Table 4 shows elemental composition of the active materials. The wt.% of nickel, 
manganese, cobalt, and oxygen detected are in accordance with the stoichiometric amount used. The mapping images of each element 
given in the supplement (Fig. S1(a–e)) show that the distribution is homogenous. 

Fig. 5(a–f) shows the electron images of Sn-doped NMC. The morphologies are similar to that of NMC sample. The NMC particles 
aggregate with each other, resulting in an irregular shape, although the spherical shape can also be observed. The average particle size 
of NMC-1, NMC-3, and NMC-5 are 420.1, 491.4, and 533.2 nm, respectively, whereas the surface area is 37.07, 11.54, and 46.81 m2/g, 
respectively. These results reveal that doping of Sn into NMC resulted in agglomeration and hence larger particle size and agree with 
the SEM images. It can be concluded that substitution of Co with Sn causes NMC to agglomerate thus larger particle size, and higher 
surface area because of the pores. Fig. 5(f) shows some smaller particles on the surface of NMC. These are Li2SnO3, which is also 
observed in another work [22]. These impurities contribute to the total surface area, which causes NMC-5 to have a larger surface area 
compared to NMC-1 and NMC-3 (Table 3). This is in accordance with the XRD result of NMC-5, where a new peak around 2θ 44.8◦ that 
belongs to Li2SnO3 phase can be observed. 

Figs. S2(a–f), S3(a–f), and S4(a–f) show the elemental mapping of NMC-1, NMC-3, and NMC-5, respectively. For all samples, the 
distribution of nickel, manganese, cobalt, oxygen, and tin is homogenous. The composition of Sn detected from EDS shown in Table 4 is 
1.46, 3.90, and 6.45 for NMC-1, NMC-3, and NMC-5, respectively, whereas the composition of Co is 7.97, 5.60, 4.44 wt%, respectively. 
These results agree with the stoichiometric amount used in the reaction. 

The morphologies of NMC/C and NMC-Sn/C are shown in Fig. 6(a–d). Compared to NMC and Sn-doped NMC samples without 
activated carbon, these samples are less agglomerated. In Fig. 6(b) and (d), there are smaller particles on the surface of the larger 
particle. These smaller particles are the activated carbon that was added through solid state reaction method. To confirm that this is 
indeed the carbon layer on the NMC surface, TEM characterization was performed on NMC and NMC/C samples, and the results are 
given in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The NMC sample in Fig. 7(a) consists of dense particles, while amorphous coating layer is observed in NMC/C 
(Fig. 7(b)). The thickness of the carbon layer is estimated to be 0.55 nm. Analysis using BET and PSA of these samples is shown in 
Table 3. NMC/C surface area and average size are 30.48 m2/g and 401.5 nm, respectively, while NMC-Sn/C are 22.36 m2/g and 456.2 
nm, respectively. The addition of activated carbon increased the overall surface area of NMC. This is due to the pore of the activated 
carbon. 

EDS analyses were carried out for the activated carbon coated NMC and NMC-Sn, and the results are shown in Figs. S5(a–f) and S6 
(a–g). The distribution of carbon in NMC/C and NMC-Sn is homogenous, as shown in Fig. S5(f) and Fig. S6(g). The other elemental 
compositions are also homogenously distributed. In Table 4, the composition of carbon is 6.10 wt% for NMC/C and 6.40 wt% for NMC- 
Sn/C, respectively. Meanwhile, the other elements are detected similar to that of NMC elemental composition. In another word, the 
addition of rice husk derived activated carbon to NMC and NMC-Sn did not affect the other elements. These results agree with the XRD 
results. 

3.3. Electrochemical performance 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used to investigate the influence of Sn-doping and rice husk derived activated carbon 
coating on the conductivity and diffusion coefficient of lithium-ion in NMC 811. Fig. 8 shows the Nyquist plots of all active materials. 
Each plot consists of a semicircle at high frequency and an inclined line at lower frequency. From the plots we can get Rct values of all 
the active materials samples. This value was then calculated to get the conductivity using Equation (5), where σ is conductivity (S/cm), 
l is thickness of the sample (cm), Rct is charge transfer resistance (Ω), and A is the active area (cm2). Other than Rct, we can also get Rs 
(solution resistance, Ω) value. The value of Rct, Rs, real impedance (Z’) and frequency (ω), can be calculated using Equation (6) to get 
the Warburg coefficient (σW) at low frequency by using Fig. 8(b). This coefficient further used to calculate the diffusion coefficient 
using Equation (7), where R is the gas constant (8.314 J/mol.K), T is the absolute temperature (298 K), A is the surface area of the 
electrode (2.1372 cm2), F is the Faraday constant (96,500 C/mol), C is the concentration lithium-ion (4.37 × 10− 3 mol/cm3), and σw is 
the Warburg constant (Ω.cm2/s1/2). The circuit shown in Fig. 8(a) was used to simulate and analyze the impedance spectra and the 
results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 3 
Surface area and average size of active materials analyzed using PSA.  

Sample Surface area (m2/g) Particle size (nm) 

NMC 11.89 370.3 
NMC-1 37.07 420.1 
NMC-3 11.54 491.4 
NMC-5 46.81 533.2 
NMC/C 30.48 401.5 
NMC-Sn/C 22.36 456.2  
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σ = l /RctA (5)  

Z’ = Rs+Rct+σw ω − 1/2 (6)  

D= 0.5
(
Cσw AF2)2 (7) 

It can be seen from Table 5 that for the variation of Sn, NMC-3 showed the lowest Rct value (285.97 Ω) and the highest conductivity 
(2.45 × 10− 5 S/cm), higher than that of NMC-1 (419.19 Ω and 1.67 × 10− 5 S/cm) and NMC-5 (506.97 Ω and 1.38 × 10− 5 S/cm). This 
demonstrates the improved electron conductivity due to Sn doping that help stabilize bulk structure of NMC [44]. However, the 
diffusion coefficient of NMC-3 is lower than that of NMC-1 and NMC-5 (7.38 × 10− 15, 8.00 × 10− 15, and 2.09 × 10− 14). This could be 
due to the presence of Li2SnO3 impurities in NMC-5, which is also detected in XRD analysis. Sun et al. observed that this compound 
enhance lithium diffusion [22]. These results are lower compared to the work of Li et al. [18]. They obtained lithium diffusion co-
efficient of 3.49 × 10− 13 for 2% Sn-modified NMC 811. This can be attributed to the cation mixing that is still present in the sample. 
However, our results still show that modification with Sn enhances the lithium diffusion and conductivity, compared to the one 
without Sn modification. For the C-coated NMC sample, NMC/C provided conductivity and diffusion coefficient of 1.46 × 10− 4 S/cm 
and 4.16 × 10− 13 cm2/s, respectively. The increase in diffusion related to the pore that was observed in SEM images and confirmed by 
BET. Based on these results, NMC-3 was milled with 5 wt% activated carbon to obtain NMC-Sn/C and was analyzed using EIS. The 

Table 4 
Elemental composition of active materials.  

Sample Elemental composition (wt.%) 

Ni Mn Co O Sn C 

NMC 60.00 7.44 8.55 23.95 – – 
NMC-1 66.80 8.19 7.97 15.58 1.46 – 
NMC-3 59.52 7.44 5.60 23.54 3.90 – 
NMC-5 59.66 7.53 4.44 21.92 6.45 – 
NMC/C 52.16 6.72 7.36 27.65 – 6.10 
NMC-Sn/C 58.83 7.24 5.47 18.56 3.50 6.40  

Fig. 5. SEM images of (a,d) NMC-1 (b,e) NMC-3 (c,f) NMC-5 scale bar 20 and 5 μm.  
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conductivity and diffusion coefficient of this dual modification sample (1.73 × 10− 4 S/cm and 2.49 × 10− 13 cm2/s) are higher than 
single modification, both NMC-3 and NMC/C. 

Cyclic voltammetry tests were conducted in the potential range of 2.5–4.4 V at scanning rate of 0.1 mV/s. The results are presented 
in Fig. 9 and Table 6. Peaks at around 4 V during the charging process for all samples corresponds to the oxidation of transition metals 
(Ni2+ to Ni4+ and Co3+ to Co4+), and the reduction peaks observed below 3.5 V assigned to the reduction of Mn3+ to Mn4+ [39]. All 
Sn-doped NMC shows lower ΔE values than the one without doping. The lowest one is NMC-3 (720 mV). Similar with Sn-doped NMC, 
the carbon coated NMC sample shows lower ΔE than NMC without carbon, with potential difference value of 760 mV. Meanwhile, of 
all the samples, the NMC-Sn/C provided the lowest potential difference value (640 mV), and hence the lowest degree of polarization. 
These results agree with the EIS results. 

Fig. 6. SEM images of (a,b) NMC/C and (c,d) NMC-Sn/C scale bar 20 μm and 5 μm.  

Fig. 7. High resolution TEM image of (a) pristine NMC and (b) activated carbon coated NMC, indicated by the arrows.  
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Fig. 8. (a) Nyquist plots of active materials, (b) graph of Z′ vs. ω− 1/2 at the low-frequency region.  

Table 5 
Impedance parameters of active materials.  

Sample Rs (Ω) Rct (Ω) σ (S/cm) D (cm2/s) 

NMC 23.94 373.24 1.88 × 10− 5 4.85 × 10− 16 

NMC-1 25.72 419.19 1.67 × 10− 5 8.00 × 10− 15 

NMC-3 16.31 285.97 2.45 × 10− 5 7.38 × 10− 15 

NMC-5 13.88 506.97 1.38 × 10− 5 2.09 × 10− 14 

NMC/C 4.97 48.02 1.46 × 10− 4 4.16 × 10− 13 

NMC-Sn/C 3.49 40.37 1.73 × 10− 4 2.49 × 10− 13  

Fig. 9. Cyclic voltammograms of active materials.  
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NMC-Sn/C sample was cycled 50 times at 1C, and the result is shown in Fig. 10. The initial capacity of NMC-Sn/C is 84.5956 mAh/ 
g. After 50 times, NMC/Sn-C maintained capacity of 63.90 mAh/g, showing 75% capacity retention. This shows that Sn doping into 
NMC provide longer cycle life. This is in agreement with other works, where modification of NMC with 2–3% Sn provided the best 
electrical performance [18,19,22]. In the current work, 3% Sn doping provided the best electrical performance. Substitution of Co with 
Sn stabilizes the NMC structure, where Sn stabilizes the octahedral site [16], since Sn has higher bond dissociation energy with oxygen 
(548 kJ/mol) than that of Co-O (368 kJ/mol) [19]. However, excess amount of Sn can lead to poor electrical performance [19] because 
Sn is electrochemically inactive and heavier compared to Co. Addition of rice husk derived activated carbon to NMC increasing 
conductivity and Li+ diffusion, which is in agreement with the other works [24,25]. However, further study is needed to determine the 
optimum activated carbon amount, that is above 5 wt%, since it is known that excess carbon coating on NMC can hinder the Li+

transport, resulting in reduced capacity, but lower amount can result in insufficient coverage [24]. Dual modification with Sn and rice 
husk activated carbon coating in this work shows better electrochemical properties than single modification. This result is similar to 
another work [22], where NMC dual modified with Sn doping and Ag coating provided better electrochemical performance than the 
one with single modification or without modification. 

4. Conclusion 

Rice husk has been successfully utilized as a cheap activated carbon source. Characterization results showed the activated carbon 
has semi crystalline structure with surface area of 469.4 m2/g. Modification of NMC 811 with Sn and rice husk derived activated 
carbon showed different morphologies but with the same hexagonal crystal system. The varied amount of Sn doping on NMC 811 
increased the conductivity, with the optimum shown by 3% Sn (NMC-3, 2.45 × 10− 5 S/cm). Modification with rice husk activated 
carbon coating also showed an increased conductivity (NMC/C, 1.46 × 10− 4 S/cm). Dual modification with Sn-doping and rice husk 
activated carbon coating (NMC-Sn/C) provided the best capacity and conductivity of 84.60 mAh/g and 1.7546 × 10− 4 S/cm, 
respectively. The present results are promising in enhancing the electrochemical performance of nickel rich NMC, especially to reduce 
the toxic element (Co) and to utilize rice husk waste as a cheap and renewable source for activated carbon. It would be a challenge to 
work on this future improvement of this material. 
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Nomenclature 

A electrode active area 
BET Brunauer Emmett Teller 
C concentration of lithium-ion 
EDS energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
F Faraday constant 
FESEM field emission scanning electron microscope 
FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
l thickness of the electrode sample 
LIB Lithium-Ion Batteries 
NMC/C activated carbon coated NMC 
NMC nickel manganese cobalt 
NMC-1 % Sn-doped NMC 
NMC-3 3% Sn-doped NMC 
NMC-5 5% Sn-doped NMC 
NMC-Sn/C 3% Sn-doped activated carbon-coated NMC 
PSA particle size analyzer 
R gas constant 
Rct charge transfer resistance 
Rs solution resistance 
T absolute temperature 
TEM transmission electron microscope 
XRD X-ray diffraction 
Z’ real impedance 
Z” imaginary impedance 
σ conductivity 
σw Warburg constant 
ω frequency 

Appendix A. Supplementary data 
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